CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter comprised two sub-chapter, conclusion and suggestion. The conclusion briefly describes report and suggestion is addressed to practical and theoretical need.

A. Conclusion

After analyzing moral value of “The Karate Kid” movie, the researcher would like to write the conclusion as follows;

1. Moral values in this movie are:

   Based on results of the study, it can be concluded that “The Karate Kid” movie contains several moral value to inspire the audience, there are courage / bravely, peace ability, self-reliance and potential, self-discipline and moderation, loyalty, respect, love, kindness and friendliness, justice and mercy. This moral value is obtained from all the characters of the movie. In the movie, each character displays different moral values. Some characters display good moral values and some characters display bad moral values. So we as the audience must be able to take the positive and negative sides of the moral values that have been conveyed by the characters.
2. Moral values and the implications for education:
   a. Parents and teacher should always teach self-discipline and moderation to their children and their students.
   b. Teacher must be able to create the peace ability to their students.
   c. Children should know that their parents really love them.
   d. Students should be friendliness and kindness to others.
   e. Students should be respects to others.

   Each value is conveyed basic values of life. It will give effect to the audience directly or indirectly. Because all of the attitude and action on the movie is recorded and displayed will be the reference was bad and right and wrong.
B. Suggestion

In the end of this paper, the writer would like to give some suggestions as follows:

a. For the Students

This movie is a good recommendation for students. Students can absorb the positive values which show in this movie.

b. For the Teachers

From this movie we can get education that teachers should have many experiences and teaching style by using many sources and media. The teacher must be creative to teach the students so that the students will be interested.

c. For the Parents

Education is very important in someone’s life. So, educational values should be introduced to children early. Family hold important role the children, because this is the first place for children to grow up.

d. For the Future Researcher

This research can be a reference to future researcher. Positive criticism is needed to make the next study better.
e. **For the Readers**

The researcher hopes this research will give advantages for everyone who concerned in literature study and the researcher also hopes this research provides useful information about analyzing moral values in movie.